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Comfortable shower experience with KEUCO

Practical and stylish: Comfortable shower seat promotes quality of life

The latest bathroom trend is floor-level and generously-sized showers. Next to the shower
experience itself, design and comfort are top priority. For this, KEUCO offers a comprehensive
assortment of fittings and accessories, combining sensuous design with sensible functionality.
Extra comfort is provided by a seat in the shower. A surprisingly attractive and elegant solution is
provided by the KEUCO shower seat, developed by the Tesseraux + Partner design agency in
Potsdam, which impresses at first sight with its premium material and quality workmanship. Its
sitting comfort and high load capacity make it an attractive furnishing.

The KEUCO shower seat is made of a soft and body-friendly material, and has a pleasant and
warm feel to it. Sitting on it, one feels secure, thanks to the special surface finish. The material is
also extremely robust and easy to care for and clean.

With its clear and aesthetic design, the shower seat suits all kinds of bathroom furnishings. In a
large SPA shower for example, it has a width of 450 mm and a depth of 330 mm, thus offering
ample space. The concealed, extremely robust wall mount can support up to 150 kg.

The soft form and large round radii without corners or sharp edges make it just as comfortable as
it is visually appealing: a perfect combination of design and comfort. In the colours dark grey,
white, cashmere matt or truffle matt, the KEUCO shower seat captures the spirit of contemporary
colours. That makes it a perfect match for KEUCO bathroom furniture and provides bathrooms
with generously-sized showers the final touch for the perfect wellness feeling.
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